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ABSTRACT
A complete restructuring of Flat-Plate Solar Array Project field-test
activity was done euring the past year; its major element was redirecting
emphasis away trom collecting endurance data and toward the early
identification and analysis of fundamental module problems. To support this
shift and to accommodate an expected reduction in resources: (1) the 12
Contknental Remote Sites have been decommissioned; (2) testing has been
consolidated into a five-site network consisting of the four Southern
California sites and a new Florida site; (3) 16 kW of new state-of-the-art
modules are being deployed at the five sites; (4) testing of the old modules
is continuing at the Goldstone site but as a low-priority item; (5) the major
thrust of the new emphasis--early problem detection--will be accomplished by
array testing of modules at the JPL site; (6) additional new testing
capabilities ate being added to the JPL site, which will elevate its
operations to those of a field test laboratory for the simulation and
investigation of real-use problems and the development of improved testing
techniques; (7) a new key io-trument is being fabricated, a versatile
battery-powered array data logger, which will permit infield diagnoses of
arrays as large as 40 amperes and 400 volts. Restructuring is progressing on
schedule.
A final set of failure and degradation data was obtained from the
modules at the Southern California sites before they were relocated at
Goldstone. The mean composite failure rate for all the modules (Blocks Z, II
and III) over the past five years is 2.0 percent per year. Considering the
final two years only, the rate is 4.4 percent, suggesting a significant upward
trend with age.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A major restructuring of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) wield-test
operations and facilities was effected during this reporting p riod. Its
primary element, both philosophically and operationally, is the shifting of
test emphasis from collecting endurance data to early detection and analysis
of real-use problems and failures. The restructuring was effected for a
combination of technical, logistical and financial reasons:
f
(1) The impending deployment of many new state-of-the-art modules
required enlargement of test sites and reallocation of test areas.
(2) Most modules under test at the beginning of the reporting period
represented old design technology; continued testing of these
modules on a broad scale would be of questionable value.
(3) Data collected to date shows a weak correlation between electrical
failure and climate; benefits derived from testing in all
environments are no longer sufficient to warrant the time and cost
expended.
(4) Failure mechanisms have appeared in real applications that have
not arisen in qualification and endurance tests. There is an
industry-wide need to develop testing techniques that address
real-use failures.
(5) A planned reduction in resources necessitated consolidation and a
reassessment of priorities.
(6) The evolution and improvement of module designs has outpaced the
acquisition of endurance data because of the time required to
collect the data. Field-test resources can be used better by
focusing activity on identifying and investigating the fundamental
t	 causes of real-use operational failures.
Most of the work carried out in this reporting year., and the central
thecae of this report, is the restructuring of field-test activities. High-
lights of the restructuring plan are presented in Section II; implementation
details are outlined in Section 111, and the implementation schedule is 	 y
presented in Section IV. Although most of the activity centered on the
restructuring plan and its implementation, endurance testing and other work
continued. Section V contains a summary of the endurance data collected this
year, and Section VI summarizes other ongoing work.
r
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SECTION II
RESTRUCTURING PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
The 12 continental remote sites will be decommissioned. The test sites
will be officially closed, and the Block II modules deployed at 11 of them
four years ago will be sent to JPL where I-V curves will be obtained in the
large-area pulsed solar simulator (LAPSS) facility and a final performance
evaluation will be made. Through special arrangement with the cognizant
engineer of the Sandia Laboratory test facility, the Flat-Plate Solar Array
(FSA) Project endurance test modules deployed there will remain in place.
These module$ will be used primarily to augment, or to resolve uncertainties
in, results obtained from the Goldstone modules, discussed below.
Test activities will be concentrated in a five-site network consisting
of the four Southern California sites and a new Florida site. These sites, at
JPLI Goldstone, Table Mountain, and Point Vicente in Southern California and
at Cape Canaveral in Florida, will provide a good cross-section of environments
and most of the important weather extremes. The Florida site is needed to pro-
vide the key weather extreme missing from the Southern California sites: a
hot, humid environment. Past experience has shown this type of environment to
be the most damaging to modules.
Testing o£ the old nodules at the oouthern California sites will be
continued at an enlarged Goldstone site, but on a low priority. All of the
old Blocks I, II and III modules at the other Southern California sites will
be removed to make room for new modules. About 45% of these will be relocated
to the enlarged Goldstone facility, where they will be tested on a time-
available basis. After careful consideration, it was decided to continue
testing these modules, if only in a limited manner. Three to five years of
test time have been invested in them; it is conceivable that it takes five to
10 years of exposure before material changes affect performance. One type of
module, the Spectrolab II, is of particular interest: it has many of the
design features of the new modules, has been in the field for four years, has
experienced no critical material changes and has exhibited very few electrical
problems. If it continues to behave in this excellent manner, it will increase
confidence in the feasibility of the 20-year-life goal. A small number of
selected types of modules will be kept at JPL for close observation.
Testing will be started anew with a large deployment of Block IV
modules. Approximately 16 kW of the new state-of-the-art modules will be
deployed at the five sites. Half of these will be deployed at the JPL site.
These modules and 'later deployments will be the nucleus of future work.
i
The major element of the restructuring plan, shifting from the
collection of endurance data to early detection and analysis of fundamental
YF
problems. will involve t4ve stens:
(1) Testing will be conducted with modules under bath individual and
array-load conditions. To simulate real-use operations, a signifi-
cant porti , n of the modules at the JPL site will be configured,
loaded and tested in arrays. Through a reorganization of the data
3
system wiring, and with the addition of an array data logger, I-V
data from the individual modules and from the complete array, will
be obtained almost simultaneously.
(2) The electrical and physical condition of each new module deployed
will be thoroughly documented before it is placed in the field,
and will be monitored carefully afterward.
(3) Renewed emphasis will be placed on solving the fundamental problem
of making accurate in-situ performance measurements. The field
time required to detect degradation in a module is a direct
function of the accuracy with which comparative I-V measurements
can be made. Currently, normalized peak-power data obtained on
the same healthy module on two different days may vary by as much
as +3y.
(4) An immediate-investigation of a module whose performance is
suspect or whose physical condition has changed will be
undertaken. The investigation will be narrow, focusing on the
specific problem, and will include one or all of the following:
diagnostic tests at JPL, examination of similar modules at JPL and
at the remote sites to ascertain if the prqblem is widespread;
laboratory tests conducted by the FSA Failure Analysis group, and
consultation with other experts in the FSA Project.
(5) To broaden the scope of the activity, additional information about
potential module problems will be obtained by maintaining close
contact with field centers throughout the country.
Endurance testing will continue, but as a lower-priority item.
Assembling and reporting endurance statistics on the old modules and the new
Block IV modules will be continued, but the frequency of this reporting will
depend upon commitments to work of higher priority.
4
SECTION III
k
IMPLEMENTATION	 k
A.	 TEST SITE NETWORK
Key features of the five sitre constituting the new test netwirk are
summarized:
JPL (Pasadena): Southwest urban, high-pollution environment. Hot
summers, temperatures occasionally over 1000x,(37.8 0C) and mild winters, seldom below freezing.
The site is near the northern perimeter of JPL at an
elevation of 1250 ft (381 m). it is the largest and
most thoroughly instrumented site, with a computer-
controlled. automatic data-acquisition system for
obtaining module and array performance data, and
weather and in30lation data.
Goldstone:	 Typical high-desert environment, Very hot and dry
summers with clear skies. Temperatures below freezing
in winter; there are occasional brisk winds. This
site is near Barstow, California, at an elevation of
3400 ft (1036 m).
Table Mountain: apical Mountain environment. Heavy winter snows and
mild summers. Strong gusty winds are experienced
periodically; winds in excess of 100 mi /h (161 k/h) have
been recorded. The site is in the San Bernardino
Mountains at an elevation of 7500 ft (2286 m).
Point Vicente:	 Typical southwest coastal environment. Damp mornings,
clear afternoons, heavy salt spray. The site is on the
Palos Verdes Peninsula in Southern California atop a
75-ft (23-m) bluff overlooking the ocean,
	 ±
Cape Canaveral,	 Typical southeast coastal environment. Hot and humid,
Florida:	 corrosive salt atmosphere. The annual rainfall is
about 60 in. (152 cm) and the mean daily humidity is
over 7579; there are frequent thunderstorms. The site
is at the Florida Solar Energy Center in Cape
Canaveral, about 200 ft (61 m) from the water's eOge.
To accommodate the new modules and to provide space for additional
modules later, it was decided to increase the test capacity of the existing
sites. This was accomplished by modifying the test frames to take advantage of
the space between adjoining stands. With this modification, the available test
area was increased by about 30%. New stands were also installed at Goldstone
to accommodate the relocated Blocks I, II and III modules. Figure 1 shows the
enlarged Goldstone site with the relocated old modules. The test frames in the
southeast corner of the site belong to the FSA Project Encapsulation Task. A
security fence is planned for the site.
u
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Figure I. Enlarged Goldstone Site
H.	 NEW MODULES
The new state-of-the-art modules to be deployed will be of nine
different designs--seven intermediate-load designs and two residentia, designs
(see Figure 2). The two ARCO Sola r Inc., intermediate-load modules are much
the same; one was produced for the e'SA Project r.n an experimental automated-
assembly line, and the other was produced by conventional assembly. All but
the ARCO Solar automated-assembly modules are from the FSA Block IV large-scale
procurement.
The V:y design* and operating characteristics of the modules are
presented in Tables I and 2, and Figure 3. Table 1 offers general information
about the modules and Table 2 provides a breakdown of their internal electric
circuits. Figure 3 (a through h) shows an edge-view cross section of each
module, showing the different lnyers of materials used in their fabrication.
*At the writing of this report two designs, the Photowatt International, Inc.,
and the ARCO Solar residential, had not yet passed the Block IV qualification
tests; the design information in thii report must he taken in this context.
It is possible that the two designs will have to be modified before they Vass
the qualification tests.
r.
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Figure 2. Prototypes of the New Modules (Actual Deployed Modules
May Be Slightly Different)
There are many common design characteristics. All but the ARCO Solar residen-
tial modules havt glass superstrates; all designs have redundant interconnects;
all of the modules use Czochralski-type cells except the Solarex Corp. modules,
which use polycrystalline-type _ells, and many of the modules use series-
parallel circuitry.
DEPLOYMENT PLAN
More than 375 of these new modules will be deployed at the five sites.
Of these, 187 will be deployed in seven arrays at the JPL site. All of the
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modules at the remote sites, and most of the non-array-configured modules at
JPL, will. be individually loaded and tested. Each site will have under
individual load test six different types of Block IV intermediate-load modules.
The decision for individual load testing of these modules was a
compromise. The number of new modules allocated was not sufficient, nor was
there room available, to stock the remote sites with arrays. An option was to
put different arrays at different sites, but it was believed that this would
result in too many test variables to uncouple. For these reasons, and because
of the desirability of testing arrays at JPL with its unique data-acquisition
capability, it was decided to concentrate the array testing at JPL.
The individual-load modules will be loaded near the short-circuit
current point to accentuate any cell-mismatch condition, a serious condition
that has caused problems in the past. The arrays will be loaded near the
peak-power point to simulate a real-use condition. Loading will be
accomplished with fixed resistors. Ain option will exist to switch the arrays
to different loads, both passive and dynamic, for special. inves;:igations.
Figure 4 shows the planned layout of the JPL site and Figure 5 contains
a layout of the enlarged Goldstone site showing the planned location of the
new modules. The deployment of new modules at Table Mountain, Point Vicente
and Cape Canaveral will be the same as at Goldstone. A discussion of the JPL
site is presented ).n Section III R.
Before deployment, a LAPS$ 1-V curve and a laser-scan record of each
module will be made. The laser-scan data will provide a baseline record of the
relative performance characteristics of each cell in the module. Basically,
the laser scan record provides a comparison of the shunt resistance of
individual cells in the module to the average shunt resistance of the series
string of cells. Figure 6 shows a typical record. Variations in cell
brightness correspond to different shunt resistances; at zero bias, bright
cells have a higher shunt resistance than the average of the other cells in the
string. Initially the record will reveal manufacturing defects, such as
cracked or shorted cells. Subsequent data will be useful in detecting new
cracked cells, call changes, and metallization-contact and interconnect-
integrity problems.
Once deployed, in-situ baseline I-V data will be obtained with the JPL
data acquisition system,for JPL modules, and the portable I-V data logger,
for remote-site modules. Follow-on electrical performance measurement will
use the same instruments to minimize measurement errors.
D.	 ACQUISITION OF SANDSTROM I-V TRANSLATION CONSTANTS
Translation of field-test I-V data from one temperature and insolation
to another is done with the Sandstrom equations.* These equations require
Y
W ..
*Sandstrom, J.D., A Method
Characteristics as a Funct
tune, National Aeronautics
Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
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it gore 6. Typical Laser-Scan Record
four constants: a voltage-temperature coefficient, a current-temperature
coefficient, series resistance and a curve-correction factor. In the past,
uncertainty in the accuracy of the translated I-V data was attributed in part
to a lack of confidence in the values of these constants.
Before deployment of the new modules, a program will be conducted to
obtain as accurate a set of these constants as possible. The plan is to use a
sample of eight to 10 modules of each type to obtain a good statistical base,
and use the LAPSS system with the hot box to obtain data at different conditions.
I-V curves will be obtained on each module at three conditions: 100 mW/cm29
60oC; 100 mW/cm 2 , 280C, and 50 mW/cm 2 , 280C. These data will then be numeri-
cally reduces: to the four Sandstrom constants, and once the constants are
determined, an accuracy analysis will be made by translating specially obtai:ed
I-V data and/or the data used to acquire the constants, from one condition to
another. Information about expected translation accuracy for a population of
the same type of module is of considerable interest to the photovoltaic
community.
E.	 JPL SITE R3r1RGANIZATION
Testing at the JPL site will play an even more important role in f-^ture
field-test activities than in the past. All of the array testing, much of the
diagnostic testing, and most of the technique development will be conducted at
JPL. The physical layout and the electrical wiring of the site will be
4
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modified. The purp;)se of these modifications are fourfoldt to provide a
facility for array testing, to better accommodate the new modules (Which in
general, are bigger and operate at higher current levels than the old ones), to
better utilize the available space, and to incorporate testing improvements
that have evolved over the pass five years.
1.	 Layout
The new intermediate-load modules will be deployed in four
different test modes: as individually loaded modules, in arrays, as
temperature reference modules and as control modules. The site layout is
shown in Figure 4.
Six modules from each of the Block IV manufacturers will be mounted in
the field and will be independently wired and loaded. Each of these modules
will be connected, through the load side of a multiplexer channel, to a
fixed-load resistor, and will sense this load at all times except during the
data sampling period around solar noon. These modules will be mounted on
Stands 9, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, and 26 (see Figure 4). Two of the different
types of modules will not be mounted contiguously as are the other four. The
separated modules will be used to determine if location in the field has an
effect on o«tput and may be used for other studies such as diffuse sky
shadowing (discussed later).
The location of the modules that will be mounted in arrays is shown in
Figure 4. A more detailed description of these arrays is given in subsequent
paragraphs in this section.
The modules that will be used as operating-cell-temperature references
will be mounted on Stand 18. One of each manufacturer's intermediate-load-
type modules will be included. This stand was chosen because it is located
approximately midfield and should yield average field temperatures. Each
modu,le will be instrumented with fo ►lr thermocouples. The thermocouples will
be connected to the DORIC millivolt data logger housed. to the trailer through
the in-field cell-temperature DORIC junctit,n box (CTJB).
The modules, one from each manufacturer, to be used as in-field control
modules will be mounted on Stand 8. They will be covered with a special
insulated removable enclosure to shield them from all atmospheric environmental
effects with the exception of air-temperature cycling. When problems are
reported relative to a particular module, data will be obtained from the
appropriate control module to determine if the problem is generic or specific
to the application or location of that module type. Also, if questions arise
about the data system, these modules can be used to confirm or disallow a
problem by removing them from the field and obtaining a comparative set of
LAPSS data. An additional feature of the control stand is a special Universal
module-mounting bracket. This bracket will be on the top side of the
protective enclosure and can be used to obtain data on any module without
having to go through the normal mounting procedure. There will also be a
utility connector at this location to facilitate a quick connection .pith the
data acquisition system.
is
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The Blocks I and II modules to be retained at the JPL site will bra
mounted on Stands 1 and 25. On Stand I will be four Solarex Block II mod,ales
and eight Sensor 'Technology (now Photowatt) Block It modules. There will be
18 Block 1, and three Block 11 Spectrolab, Inc., modules on stand 25.
The residential arrays will be mounted in the northeast corner of the
field on a large tlrable structure that is several feet higher than any
stands in the immediate area.
There are also several open stands and two special test stands. The
open stands acre for expansion of the field as more advanced modules become
available for tenting. The special test stands are available for short-term
testing of individual or groups of modules. Special tests will include
hot-spot testing, shadowed-cell tests, mismatched modules, etc.
2. Arrays
The JPL site reorganization plan calls for the installation of
seven arrays. Two will be made up of Block IV residential modules, four of
Block IV intermediate load-type modules and one of ARCO Solar Intermediate-
load automated-assembly modules. The location, number per array, and maximum
output poorer of each array is shown in Figure 4. A description of the
electrical characteristics of the arrays is given in Table 3.
All of the modules in the arrays will be wired in series with the
exception of the Ceneral Electric Co. residential array, in which 21 groupings
of four modules in parallel will be wired in series. In normal operations,
the arrays will be connected to fixed-load resistors that have been selected
to match the array mid-day peak-power point. Resistor values are shown in
'Fable 3. In addition to the fixed resistive loads, provisions have been made
Uo connect the arrays to other types of loads througit a switch in the wiring
circuit (details of the array wiring circuits are presented below). This
feature will allow testing of the arrays enders different loads, e.g., cyclic
or constant-voltage, and will also serve as a connection point for obtaining
array I-V data.
The five intermediate-load arrays will be wired in such a way as to
allow the data system to collect individual module I-V data automatically,
without manual. switching. All of the arrays, including the residential
arrays, will be instrumented to allow the DORIC system to collect single-point
array current, voltage and power outputs. These data will indicate arrays,
status relative either to their fixed loads or to an alternative load
connected to them by the load switch. Array I-V curves will be obtained by
connecting the portable array data logger (described in Section III F) to the
appropriate alternative load/test connector.
3. Array Wiring and Switching
In order to obtain data on the arrays and the modules within the
arrays, special wiring and switching circuits were designed. The intermediate-
load array circuits have provisions for automatic and manual switching of the
i
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array power circuits; For automatic and manual in-and-out switching of the
modules in the arrays for I-V data acquisition and for acquiring ongoing array
output data; For module interconnection controls, and for optional loading
and/or testing of arrays and modules. The residential array circuits contain
fewer options; they have provisions For manual switching of the array power
circuit, for acquisition of array output data, and for optional loading and/or
tooting of the arrays, An ammeter, voltmeter and wattmeter are also included
in the circuit for the visual observation of the array output status. These
meters indicate the current through, the voltage across, and the power
dissipated by the load. All of the circuitry and switches will be located in
the multiplexer and switch boxes shown in Figure 4 0 with the exception of the
computer-controlled ;sower-circuit switches, which will be located in the
trailer next to the computer. The visual meters For each array will be
mounted in the door of the switch box assigned to that ,array.
a. Intermediate-Load Arrays. A typical, array/module switching
schematic For the intermediate-load arrays is shown in Figure 7. Each module
in the array will be connected to its own three-position switch (SW-1, SW-2,
TO	 TO ARRAY
	
COMPUTER	 POWER SWITCHING
t	
MOD.
IN MULTIPLEXER	 RELAY1
Box
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'RELATIVE TO MODULE
Figure 7. Array/Module Switching Schematic
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and SW-n in Figure 7), and to a test connector on the switching panel (shown
in Figure 8 as J1 through J14), which is located in the switch box.
The positions of these switches are denoted as ON1 1
 OFF and ON2. When a
switch is in the ONI position, the module connected to that switch is part of
the array circuit, The OFF position puts the module in an open-dircu t state
and the array circuit in an open :nndi.ti.on, Any module switch in the OFF
position will break the array circuit, The ON2 position also puts the module
in an open-circuit state but leaves the remainder of the array circuit
complete minus that module, The number of modules in the array can be
controlled by the appropriate positioning of these switches without changing
any wiring. The OFF and ON2 positions also can be used when a module in to be
replaced.
The modules are wired into the array inside the multiplexer boxes. The
wires from the switch in the switch box are connected to a computer-activated,
two-position relay in the multiplexer box. When T^V di^ta are obtained on a
module, the computer activates its relay and switches the module from load
position to data position. When none of the relays is being activated by the
computer (the normally closed position in figure 7), and none of the module
switches is in the OFF position, the array circuit is completed through the
wiring between relays. Even though the arrays are nominally series-configured,
series-paralleling of the array circuit can be 4rranged by changing the wiring
between relays.
Completion of the array circuit is controlled by the array power
switching circuit shown in Figure 9. This circuit consists of a power control
section, a load control section and an array-output monitoring section. The
output monitoring section .includes the connections to the computer for
sampling the current and voltage output of the array, and the three meters
that indicate the voltage, current and power output of the array. The i ad
control section is a manual switch that will connect the array to either the
fixed-load resistors or to a connector that can be used to obtain an I-V curve
with the array data logger or for connecting with an alternative load. This
switch can also be used to open the array circuit. The power control section
consists of a power switching transistor, a power supply for the transistor, a
manual switch in the transistor circuit and a computer-controlled switch in
tha transistor circuit.
b.	 Operation of Intermediate Load ,Arr_ays. With the array
circuit turned off, using the manual power circuit control switch, the modules
that are to be included in the array circuit are selected and the appropriate
module switches are turned to the ON1 position. The load control switch is
then turned to the desired position and the power circuit control switch is
turned on. The array circuit is now complete and connected to the desired
load or, if array I •-V data are to be taken, connected to the array data logger
through the alternative load/test connector. When module I-V data are to be
taken, the computer automatically turns off the power to the power •• switching
transistor, thus opening the array circuit. As each module is selected for
interrogation, the relay to that module is switched to the module data position
and the I •-V data are taken. Upon completion of data taking, the relay is
20
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Figure 9. Array Dower Switching Schematic
returned to the normally closed position. When all of the modules in the
array have beez;, a.taterrogated, the power to the power-switching transistor is
turned back on and the array circuit is again complete.
c.	 Residential Array-. No provision is made for individual
module monitoring in the residentia- array circuits and, therefore, there are
no module switches or relays in this circuit. The array power switching
contains only the load control and output monitoring sections described above.
F.
	 ARRAY DATA LOGGER
The acquisition of accurate data from photovoltaic arrays to assess
performance and identify problems is complicated by the high voltage and
current outputs of these arrays. A review of existing and planned PV
installations indicates Fiat voltages as high as 400 V and currents up to 40 A
could be realized at the array string level. The arrays being installed at
the JPL site will have voltage levels ranging from 50 to 320 V and currents up
to 9 A; these levels cannot be handled by the existing data system. Early in
the planning phase of the site restructuring it became apparent that there was
it need for an instrument that could acquire accurate data at these levels.
to
1I
;i
f*
In March of 1981, the problem and a set of specifications was presented
the JPL Instrumentation Section ('351). They developed a preliminary design
22
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and were subsequently commissioned to complete the design ) fabricate the
equipment, develop the required software ) test the equipment and prepare the
necessary documentation. Fabrication began in June and the equipment is due
to be delivered in January 1982.
The new system will be battery powered and portable ) and will be able to
acquire ) compact ) display and store I-V data from solar arrays as large as 400 V)
40 A. It will have a high level-language programming feature (BASIC) ) which
will allow the user to expand its capability.
The system wi°l be constructed in four units: a microcomputer unit; a
small portable ) battery-powered terminal with an LCD display; a load and array
measurement units and a battery unit. A system block diagram is shown in
Figure 10. These Four units will be contained in 3-'Zero brand cases. The
load and battery casP5 will be built to withstand shipment as luggage. The
microcomputer unit will be briefcase-size and will be able to fit under any
airline seat.
Within the microcomputer unit will be the central computer-controller
for the system. Provisions will be made for six auxiliary data input channels:
two for measuring module and ambient air temperatures ) two for pyranometer data
for insolation measurements ) and two for reference cell data. These data are
required to adjust the I-V data to a standard reference condition. The micro-
computer unit will also include: the battery charger and line power supply)
the power control s the real—,Mime clock) the interface to the load unit ) and
RS232C interfaces to the data terminal and plotter. Field power will be supplied
AC POWER (OPTIONAL)
jSENSORS	 POWER DC
TEMPERATURES	 MICROCOMPUTER CHARGE	 UNIT
INSOLATION ----►
 CONTROL
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by the battery unit. The mi.crocomp ► ►:tar will be able to store data on an EVROM
module in the same format as the existing I-V data logger, and will be able to
rend and unpack data stored on an EPROM module and make the data available to
a BASIC program. EPROM modules will also be used to store user-generated
BASIC programs, The microcomputer unit will also be able to convert
just-acquired I-V data into X-axis and Y-axis voltages for field display on
any standard oscilloscope for veri ^<<tion before storago.
Control of the microprocesser unit will be ha ndled mainly through the
portable, battery-powered terminal, This tertai-oal will be stored in the same
case as the microcomputer unit. It will be removable and can be connected to
Lite microcomputer unit by cable. The system battery will supply the terminal.
power. Commands to the system will be made using the keyboard. A 64-character
LCD display will provide numerical output and user prompt.
The loud for the solar module or array will be provided by a bank of
capacitors in the load unit. This unit will also have all necessary circuitry
to control data acquisition and data transfer to memory in the microcomputer
unit. The mi.croc p;,puter gait will control the load unit by commanding the
acquisition process to start. The load unit will also contain the necessary
current measurement shunt resistors. The shunts will be selected for use by
manual high-current switches. Manual switches will also select the voltage
range to be used during data acquisition,
The batteries will be contained in a separate case. They will be
connected to the microcomputer unit to power the system. Gel cells will be
uaed, to allow recharging. The charger will be located in the microcomputer
unit.
For field operation, the units will be interconnected and powered. Data
acquisition can take place as requested by the operator through the portable
data terminal, After acquistion, the I-V data will be corrected for channel
calibration factors, compacted and ma
display. The Voc, Isc ► fill factor,
will be available for display on the
the data front the acquisition will be
format used by the existing I-V data
the existing interface and software f
The logged data can be recalled from the EPROM modules processed and
analyzed by uaer-written BASIC programs. These programs will have been
written on the system using a standard data terminal, and stored in one or more
EPROM modules before the field trips. BASIC programs could be written to plot
the processed Bata, print it on a printing data terminal, or compare data from
several data runs. Using these auxiliary programs, comparisons between base-
line data and just-obtained data can be made to determine if any changes in
array performance have occurred.
*A, description of the existing I-V data logger can be found in the LSA F ield
Test Annual Report Au ust 1979-Au ust 1980, Peter Jaffe, Jet Propulsion-
Laboratory Document No, 5101-166, DOR JPL 1012--52, December 30, 1950.
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de available to an X-Y oscilloscope
and peak power, and other measurements
data terminal at this tinge, Upon request,
stored on an RPROK modeio in the same
logger.* This format is compatible with
or the field-test PDP-11 computer.
The array data logger will be used to collect I-V data from the arrays
at the JPL site, The data taken will be transferred to the PDP-11 computer
data bank for comparison with the individual module data taken by the existing
automatic data system. This allows for lie timely identification of module
and array problems and performance degrjf^Sation. Additionally, this rapid data
acquisition and reduction capability will provide a tool for problem analysis,
The array data logger and trained operators will also be available for
acquiring data at other installations wh;.:. arrangements are made with the JPL
Photovoltaies Technology Development and Applications Lead Center.
G.	 TEST OPERATIONS AND DATA ACQUISITION AT THE JPL SITE
Tile collection of data at the JPL site will remain muOi as before.
electrical performance data will be obtained daily on each module at solar
noon, except those in the residential arrays, and routine weather and
insolation data will be obtained every five minutes. Weather data will be
obtained around tine clock and insolation data from sunrise to sunset. Daily
array data will also be obtained. Before and after aacqui3i.tion of the daily
I-V data, the current through and voltage across the array load resistors will
be measured. Twice a weep n complete I-V curve will be made on each array
with the array data logger.
The daily acquisition is done automatically. A breakdown of the
automatic weekday sequence is shown in Figure 11. Major events occur at
10 seconds after midnight, when the daily activities are scheduled and the
weather task is started for a new day; at sunrise, when the tracker and
inso,lation tusks are started; at solar noon, when the array 'load data and
module I-V data from the field are collected; at 20 minutes after solar noon,
when the just-collected I-V data are normalized and transferred to a holding
file; at sunset, when the insolation task is stopped and the tracker task
drives the tracker to the sunrise position for tine next day, and at midnight,
when the weather task is stopped. Once a day the hard-copy summary tasks
(SUMARI, 2 1 3 1 G and 5) are run. The summaries are listed on the lane
printer. On weekends and holidays, the routine daily data is still collected
but Che Line printer is inhibited and the summary tasks are cancelled. These
are run the morning after the weekend or holiday. Approximately twice a week
the dataare stored in four files: the Weather Data File (WDF), the
Pyra;nometer Data File (PFD), the Comparison I-V Data File (CDF), and the Array
Data File (ADF) are manually archived. All data are permanently archived on
tape.
Six operational changes related to the collection of data will be
instituted;
(1)	 Reference cells used to determine effective irradiance will be of
the hermetically sealed, glass-encapsulated type. These will be
installed in the open adjacent to the pyranometers (see Figure G).
The old reference cells did not have protective encaapsulcants and
were enclosed in pneumatically--sealed cylinders. The new ones
will more closely match the field of view and the optical
characteristics of the modules. Tile new reference cells, which,
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as before, will be fabricated and calibrated by the Performance
Measurements group of the Project, are shown in Figure 12. The
reference cells are made as follows: The basic 2 x 2-cm cell is
bonded to the bottom of the black anodized central cavity with
RTTV-560. The cavity is then sealed with a 1/16 -in. (1.6-mm) piece
of fused silica, leaving u slight space between the silica and the
cell. Once the fabrication is complete the cavity is purged with
nitrogen and the purge hole sealed. For a nominal cell thickness
of 0.030 in. (0.76 mm) the unobstructed view angle is about 1550.
(2) module cell temperatures used to translate the I-V data will be
obtained from a set of modules specifically deployed for that
purpose.. These modules, one of each type, will be located
mid-field on Stand 18 ( see Figure 4). Four thermocouples will be
attached to each of the modules, three directly to the backs of
cells at different places on the modules, and the fourth to the
back of the substrate material behind one of the other thermo-
couples. This last thermocouple will provide information about
the cell and module-backside tempertWire. The three direct cell
temperature readings will be recorded each time an I-V curve of a
module of i ts type is obtained. The average value will be used
for translating the data. These modules will normally be in an
unloaded condition.
(3) The modules will be tilted to the local latitude. 34 0 , throughout
the year. Two years ago, in an effort to reduce measurement
errors, a schedule of tilting the modules was :instituted in order
to keep the irradiance incidence angle below 100 . An investiga-
tion last year concluded that the diffuse shadowing by the more
southerly situated modules of the more northerly ones introduced
an error greater than was caused by large incidence angles.
n
^. `-	 r___`___....,^^..  
2,75 in,
(69,85 inn)
0,062 In. (1,57 mm)
Fl,"SED SILICA
2 cm X 2 cm CELT.
PURGE HOLE
CENTRAL CAVITY
(BLACK ANODIZED)
2,00 in,	 0.250-in. ALUMINUM
(50.8 mm)	 II	 I'T (6.35 mm)
Figure 12, New Reference Cell Design
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Tiring the modules at a steep angle in the winter was tactually
counter-productive. As a result, it was decided to eliminate the
Lilt schedule and peep the modules tilted at an angle equal to
that of the local latitude.
(G)	 I-V data comparison summaries will be made through SUMARt31the
program that provides a daily hard-copy comparison of each module's
electrical performance with its performance at installation, which
will be modified toyield additional information. Experience line
shown that although the key electrical performance parameters,
short-circuit current and peak power, may vary by as much as +3x
because of reference cell-module mismatch and data translation
problems )
 the variation of an individual module's performance, in
comparison with the other members of its family, is small if the
module has not degraded. To take advantage of this observation,
the program will be modified to compare each module with its family
average and, using a screening criterion, flag suspected modules.
(5) Insolation data obtained will be far more comprehensive than in
the past. Six different sets of irradiance-characteristics data
will be collected routinely: horizontal, tilted and tracked
pyranometer data; normal incidence pyrheliometer data, and
turbidity and water-vapor data. SUMAR2, the insolation summary
program, will be modified to reflect these changes. Details are
presented in Section V1.
(6) Weekly physical inspection of all of the modules will be made
visually. Anomalies will be monitored carefully, and detailed
follow-on inspections will be performed by field test or quality-
assurance staff members.
ll.	 DATA ACQUISITION AT THE REMOTE SITES
Three or four times a year, I-V data will be obtained on each of the
newly deployed modules at the Southern California remote sites with the
portable I-V data logger. 1-V data will be taken twice a year at Cape
Canaveral. Two sets of data, taken on two different days, will be obtained on
each visit to Cape Canaveral. A physical inspection will also be performed at
the same time 1-V data is obtained at the remote sites.
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SECTION IV
SCHEDULE
Table G, the planned implementation schedule, shows that the main
Impediment to starting routine testing is the delivery schedule of the new
modules. According to current best estimates, the last of the scheduled
module deliveries will not be made until the end of May 1982, almost 16 months
after the first of them were received. Originally, the plan was to start
testing all of the mndules at the same time, so that they would all be
subjected to the same field exposure. Because of the protracted delivery
schedule, the plan had to be changed. The revised plan calls for deploying
them as soon as possible after receipt. A breakdown of the deployment
schedule by module type is shown in Table 5. Once new modules are received,
they must be laser-scanned and LAPSS-tested before they can be deployed. And,
before routine testing can be started at JPL, the Sandstrom constants must be
obtained. It is expected that, barring unforeseen scheduling problems (such
as with the TIM), the process from receipt to testing at JPL will take about
three months. As it now stands, all modules should be under test by the end
of August 1982.
ri
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Table 4. Implementation Schedule
r	 r
J A S O N O J I F M A M J
CONTRACT TO DECOMMISSION SITES
SHIP MODULES -AND RECEIVE AT JPL
OBTAIN FINAL I V ILAPSS ► DATA
REORGANIZE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SITES
_ OBTAIN LAST SET OF 1N-SITU I V DATA
_ INSTALL NEW STANDS AT GOLDSTONE
RELOCATE OLD MODULES AT GOLDSTONE
MODIFY EXISTING STANDS FOR NEW MODULES
ESTABLISH SITE AT FLORIDA SOLAR ENERGY CENTER
REWIRE JPL SITE
REMOVE OLD WIRING
WIRE IN NEW MULTIPLEXER AND DORIC STATION'
CONNECT DORIC DEVICES
^CONNECT MODULES TO MULTIPLEXERS
FABRICATE INSTALL ARRAY SWITCHING CONTRO'
FABRICATE ARRAY DATA LOGGER
DEFINE REQUIREMENTS
COMPLETE DESIGN
CONSTRUCT AND TEST
DEPLOY NEW MODULES
RECEIVE MODULES FROM VENDORS
DEPLOY MODULES AT ALL SITES
UPDATE JPL SITE SOFTWARE
MODIFY INSULT A i3 SUMMARY TASKS
r REVISE DATA BASE FOR NEW MODULES ...
CODE AND TEST ARRAY  AND SUMARG
START ROUTINE TESTING OF NEW MODULES
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Table 5, Module Deployment Schedule
RECEIVE MODULES4	 _	 i
OBTAIN LAPSS AND LASER SCAN DATA
OBTAIN LAPSS DATA FOR SAND STROM CONSTANTS
RECEIVE SANDSTRUM CONSTANTS
DEPLOY MODULES AT JPL
CONNECT MODULES TO MULTIPLEXERS
OBTAIN NEW REFERENCE CELLS
START ROUTINE TESTING AT JPL
DEPLOY MODULES AT REMOTE SITES
GOLDSTONE
TABLE MOUNTAIN
POINT VICENTE
CAPE CANAVERAL
a MOTOROLA ILA
U O . E. RES
C ARCO SOLAR+LA AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY
ARCO SOLAR ILA
d SPINE ILA
SOLAREX ILA
a PNOTOWATT ILA
1 ARCO SOLAR RES
ASEC ILA
D'd 1
r
a
c
h
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SECTION V
ENDURANCE TEST DATA
A. INTRODUCTION
During the period June 10 to July 4 1 1981, the last complete set of I-V
data was obtained from the modules at the Southern California sites before
they were moved to their new Goldstone location. Typically, the Block I
modules had been in the field four and a half years, the Block 11 modules
three and a half years and the Block III modules two and a half years. No
data were available from the Point Vicente modules; they had all been stolen
in March. An investigation was undertaken but, even though access to the site
required entry through a locked and barred gate, no g lues were found.
Operations at the Coast Guard Facility, on which the site is located, were
reduced to a caretaker status last year. This change undoubtedly made the
site vulnerable to theft. A security fence has since been installed around
the test area.
No performance data was collected from the modules at the Continental
Remote Sites this past year. A last set of I-V data will be obtained in the
JPL LAPSS facility after they have been received at JPL for final disposition.
Results will be reported next year.
B. RESULTS
A final summary of the electrical performance of the Blocks I, II and
III modules at JPL, Table Mountain and Goldstone is presented in Table 6. Out
of a total of 425 modules* deployed at these sites, 60 have failed, and, at
the time the last set of data was taken, an additional 44 were degraded. No
distinction was made between newly degraded modules and those that have been
on the "degraded" list for a long time, nor was any distinction made between
modules that failed outright and those that were previously degraded. A
module is considered to have failed when its power is down 25% at least 60% of
the time. Included in Table 6 is a breakdown, by quantity and type, of the
modules that were relocated to Goldstone, and the modules were kept at JPL.
None of the modules being retained for continued testing has degraded.
A breakdown of the degraded modules at the JPL site by power decrement
is shown in Table 7. Almost half are Block II Photowatt International, Inc.
(formerly Sensor Technology), modules; most of their degradation is due to
cracked cells resulting from hail damage. The data in Table 7 were obtained
by removing the effects of embedded dirt. This was accomplished by first
determining the mean-power decrement of the non-degraded modules of each type
and using these data as the basis for removing the effects of dirt.
Undegraded silicone-rubber-encapsulated modules' output power could be down
t	 *The GE shingle modules are not included in this total; no individual tests
were made on these modules.
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Table 6. Electrical Performance Summary of All Modules
,yl'	
o^	 y	 .0.6'	 Oro	 hr^	 o^	 '",''	 aG^	 by	 '"	 4^	 "v'	 ^ ►
are 	4^'	 4	 (,+~	 y^i`	 4^'^ 4^	 4	 y^+"`	 ^.^	 4	 t 	^ ti^
t^	 '	 '^'	 h^	 ^	 l	 ^s	 .1S	 49	 Y	 "R^	 *yt	 ^3	 ryi^Lr,	 4	
t°	 t°	 ti	 a^	 °	 ^i°	 t	 ci	 A9 Total
JPL
No. Deployed 64 41 39 21 140 34 13 19 14 0 0 0 10 8 303
Doploymaat 10/76 10/76 10/76 10176 10/78 2177 12/16 6177 4/77 b - - 10/78 10/78
Pariod 12/78 3/78 11/77 12178 8/77 11/77 12/78 10/17 2179
No. Failed 9 4 a 16 0 2 0 3 2 m - 0 0 44As of 9180
No. Failed 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 - - 0 0 8
Mince 9/80
No. Degraded 4 8 1 1 a 14 0 0 3 - - 0 1 32
At Final
Acquisition
Na, B01004ted 14 18 0 0 0 0 9 U 0 8 8 9 a 4 0
To Goldstone
No. Retained - 18 - - - 8 3 4 - 0 - 0 0 0 13
at JPL
Goldstone
No. Deployed 14 19 8 b 8 1 4 3 U 4 3 0 0 80
Deployment 12/76 1x/76 12/76 12/76 9/77 4177 9/17 9/17 1/79 1/79 1/79 - -
p eriod 4/77 4177
No. Failed 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 6
As of 9/80
No. Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 1
since 9/80
No. Degraded 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 - - 8
At Final
Acquisition
No. Retained 7 9 4 0 4 1 4 0 4 4 3 0 0 40
At Goldstone
Table Mountain
14 18 8 9 8 3 4 3 a 4 3 0 0 82No, Deployed
Deployment 11/76 11/76 11/76 11/76 4/77 11/77 9/77 9/77 10/78 10/78 10/78 - - -
Period 3/77 3/77 11/77
No, Failed 1 D 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 10
As of 9/80
No. Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 - - 0
Since 9180
No. Degraded 0 0 D 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 - - 4
At Final
Acquisition
No. Relocated 7 9 4 0 4 2 4 0 4 4 2 0 0 40
To Goldstone
"Only tests of the whole array irate made, the exact condition of each module is unknown.
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Table 7. breakdown of Degraded Modules at JPL by Type and Dower Decrement
Spectrolab	 G	 4
Sol,nrex 1	 l
Solar Power I	 1
Sensor Tech II
	
3	 2	 3+	 2
Spectrolab 11
Solarex 11
Solar Power 11	 1	 2
Arco Solar UT
Motorola III.	 1
20% to 30% due to 'loss in transmittance. if their encapsulation were removed
their output power would appear to be undiminished; these modules are not
degraded electrically, oven though their output power has decreased.
Many of the degraded modules exhibit erratic behavior, often functioning
satisfactorily in the morning when cold and poorly in the afternoon when
warm. Some have been in a stable, degraded condition for some time and others
are constantly changing.
A breakdown of the failure rates by module type and block procurement,
is shown graphically in Figures 13 and 14. No Block III figure is presented
because no block III modules have failed to date. On the Block I figure
(Figure 13), two failure-rate ordinate scales are used, one for Solar Power
Corp. and one for the other three module types. The Solar Power scale is five
times greater--over 85% of the Block I Solar Power modules have failed. Post-
mortem analysis indicates that about 80% of these were due to fractured
interconnects caused by inadequate stress relief.
A comparative summary of the failure rates of the three block procure-
ments is shown in Figure 15. To put things into perspective, the ]block I
Solar Power modules were not included in the tally. Surprisingly, the Block I
and 11 curves are similar to one another both in magnitude and shape,
particularly as their time in the field increases. The mean composite failure
rate for the three procurements is about 2.0% per year, and About 2.7%
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19 - SENSOR TECH - 92 MODULES DEPLOYED, 12 FAILED
so- Is- 
SOLAREX	 - 66 MODULES DEPLOYED, 9 FAILED
SPECTROLAD - 70 MODULES DEPLOYED, 4 FAILED	
06.1 PA86-- 17	 SOLAR POWER - 30 MODULES DEPLOYED, 31 FAILED
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Figure 13. Failure Rate Curves for Block I Modules
excluding Block 111. If the last two years of data are used (time in the
field between 32 and 56 months), the rate is considerabl y Higher and is closer
to 4.4%. This might presage a trend.
There appears to be little correlation between electrical failure and
overall physical condition. Many of the modules that failed appeared to be in
good physical condition and, of those that appeared to be deteriorated
physcially the majority still functioz-,ed well. An example is the Block 11
Solar Power modules. Without exception, all have experienced edge
delamination 2
 and in many cases, the delamination is extensive f yet failure
and degradation statistics show these modules to be no better nor worse than
the norm.
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SENSOR TECH 60 DEPLOYED, 4 FAILED
SOLAnEX	 27 MODULES DEPLOYED, 0 FAILED
SOLAR POWER 20 MODULES DEPLOYED, 3 FAILED
CPECTROLAD 10 MODULES DEPLOYED, NO FAILURES	 #22.2%
r
— — — — — — — — — —
SOLAR POWER
16.0%
60I.AnCX
SENSOR TECH
25
U
6	 12	 18
TIME IN FIELD (MONTHS)
Figure 14. Failure Rate curves for Block 11 Modules
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14 BLOCK 1	 226 MODULES DEPLOYED, 25 FAILED
BLOCK 11	 116 MODULES DEPLOYED, 13 FAILED
13 BLOCK 111	 48 MODULES DEPLOYED, 0 FAILED
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^LOCK 12B CK I
BLOCK 11
2
1 BLOCK III
0 -A
0 o
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SOLAR POWER BLOCK I NOT INCLUDED
Figure 15.	 Failure Rate Curves for Blocks 1, 11 and III Modules
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SECTION VI
SPECIAL CAPABILITIES AND STUDIES
In addition to reorganizing and restructuring the JPL site network,
certain measurement capabilities were added to the JPL site; a diffuse
sky-effects study was initiated and plans were developed for some special
studies that will lead to a better understanding of module performance.
A,	 NEW INSOLATION AND ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES
In the past, considerable difficulty has arisen in translating module
performance data accurately Crain the test insolati.on to a reference
insolation. The accuracy with which module degradation is determined is
directly related to the nccuracy of the translation process. The basic
problem is in the determination of the npproprinte Lffective irradiance to be
used for each module. Experience tins shown that differences in the effective
irradiance, as sensed by modules and their corresponding reference cells, can
be as great as +3% ur ►der different sky conditions.
To gain a better understanding of the problem, and ultimately to improve
the accuracy of degradation data, sky characteristics are documented. The
data that will be obtained are the direct normal, total normal, total
horizontal and fixed-tilt total insolation values, and turbidity, water
content and air mass. To obtain these data, a sun tracker was installed and
the existing pyranometer stand was modified to accommodate the appropriate
instruments. The location of these stands is shown in figure 4. The sun
tracker is computer-driven, using the sun location equations based on day of
the year, time of clay, sun declination angle, equation of tine, latitude and
longitude. Tile tracker tins been calibrated and found to track the sun's
position to an accuracy of +0.250.
A normal incidence pyrheliometer (Eppley NIP), a precision spectral,
pyranometer (Eppley PSP) and a filtered radiometer (designed and built
in-house by Section 341, Solar Energy Conversion Systems) were mounted on the
tracker. Figure 16 shows these instruments as mounted. The .filtered
radiometer provides the turbidity coefficient and water content of the
Atmosphere, from the outputs of three radiometers filtered at wave lengths of
500, 858 and 940 manometers and the equations of Vo'lz and Angstrom.
Mounted on the pyranometer stand are two Eppley PSPs, one horizontal and
one at the tilt angle of the modules in the field (34 0 ), and two Li-Cor
200s, one horizontal od one nt the tilt angle. A reference cell, of each type
will be mounted on this stand at the 34 0 tilt angle.
Data will be sampled from all of these devices every 5 min from sunrise
to sunset by means of the INSOLT program and will be summarized daily by SUMAR2
and stored permanently on magnetic tape. Tile crurrent plan is to develop
software that will use these data and the corresponding module data to
determine if there is a predictable correlation between the nature of the
insulation and the module output. The data will also be used to support other
studies such as diffuse-sky effects or spectral-response investigations.
^f
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Figure lb. Solar Tracker (1 to r: Eppley NIP, Eppley PSP,
JPL Turbidity Instrument)
B.	 DIFFUSE SKY AND SHADOWING EFFECTS
The design criteria for PV installations with many rows of arrays has
not heretofore taken into consideration the possible shadowing of portions of
the diffuse sky irradiance. Under certain conditions of row-spacing and tilt
angle, the lower portion of an array may receive less radiation than Lite upper
portion because a part of the sky is blocked by the array in front of it. On
December 23, 1980, an experiment was conducted at the JPL site (latitude
340 ) to determine the magnitude of this variation. On that day, there was a
high thin, fairly uniform cloud layer. This could be classified as a uniform
diffuse sky with a high diffuse-to-direct insolation ratio. The arrays were
tilted to 540 and were separated by a distance equal to two slant heights
(see Figure 17). The results indicated that the insulation at the bottom of
the array was between 10% and 12% less than that at the top. The importance
of these findings relative to the layout of, and wiring design for, modules in
arrays is obvious. The implication of these findings on the process of
translating performance data is equally important and is discussed below.
Based on these results, it was decided that further investigation of the
diffuse sky shadowing problem was warranted.
The first phase of the investigation was to determine analytically the
effects of array row separation distance and tilt angle on the amount of the
sky that would be shadowed. This phase was completed and is discussed below.
The second phase will be to determine the amount of insolation from the
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various portions of the sky as a function of time of year, time of day and sky
conditions. The third phase will be to categorize diffuse sky radiation and
combine the results with the separation and tilt-angle array geometry effects
to determine the net loss of available energy on the array due to shadowing.
The geometry effects of array row separation distance and tilt angle are
summarized in the plot in Figure 17. The plot shows the percentage of avail
able sky shadowed by an array in front of another for a given tilt angle and
row separation distance, The data presented are for the middle of an array
that is at least six slant heights long. Figure 18 shows the distribution of
diffuse insolation lost due to shadowing on the face of the array at the same
location as in Figure 17 and at a tilt angle of 350 . If the diffuse-to-total
insolation ratio is known and a uniform diffuse sky is assumed, the percent of
insolation Lost to diffuse shadowing can be determined from Figure 17. For
example, if the diffuse-to-total ratio is 0.3 at a tilt angle of 340 and the
separation distance is 2 slant-heights, the insolation lost to diffuse
shadowing is about 2.2% (0.3 x 0.072 (from Figure 17)). And, using Figure 18,
the bottom of an array would receive about 4.5% less insolation than the top.
The effect on module or array output is obvious. Also, the accuracy of
translating performance data to a reference insolation value obtained from
reference cells that are mounted in unshadowed areas, such as the top of the
array, will be adversely affected. In the above example, the insolation used
to translate the data to reference conditions would be more than 2% higher than
the mean insolation received by the array, and the results of the translation
would indicate lower performance than actually existed. This error would be
even greater, depending on how the modules were placed and wired in the array,
because of the 4.5% lower insolation at the bottom of the array. For instance,
16
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Figure 17. Tilt-Angle and Separation-Distance Effects on Diffuse Sky
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Figure 18. Percentage of Diffuse Insolation Lost Due to Shadowing
if the modules were series-wired in the array, the lower insolation at the
bottom would dictate the string current, which would be 4.5% less than an
unshadowed array.
When the conditions under which the experiment was conducted (i.e., a
tilt angle of 54 0
 and a separation of two slant heights) are used as entry
points on the plot in Figure 17 (this point ie denoted on the plot), the
resixtting percentage of available sky shadowed is about 10.2. This correlates
favorably with the results of the experiment. The problem of accurately
determining total insolation is further complicated by the fact that the
diffuse sky is not uniform except during totally overcast periods. To
understand and account for this non-uniformity better, studies of the
distribution of insolation intensity in the diffuse sky will be undertaken.
The results expected from these studies will be methods that can be used for
classifying sky conditions and for adjusting performance data.
C.	 ARRAY PROBLEM SIMULATION
Serious problems have arisen in real-use array applications that have
not been detected in qualification and endurance testing. It is essential,
therefore, that modules be tested in array configurations if real-use problems
are to be identified and ultimately corrected. A facility for performing
array simulation must meet two requirements: it must have the capability of
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monitoring the performance of arrays and modules accurately to achieve early
detection of tote problem, and when performance degradation or failure is
detected, it must havethe capability of quickly and accurately simulating_ the
conditions under which the problem occurred.
The array test facility at the JPL site has the instrumentation for
accurately monitoring the performance of arrays and modules and the wiring
flexibility to configure arrays into almost any operational: condition
required. Data obtained in this facility will reflect real-use conditions,
but in a laboratory setting. Additionally, when the array data logger is
completed, it will be used not only at JPL but also to monitor arrays and
modules at sites throughout the country not controlled by JPL. Requests for
this new monitoring ^ervice have already been received at JPL and have been
directed into the appropriate channels. The data obtained from these sites
will be of benefit to the managers of the installations and the module
manufacturers alike, and will serve to broaden the module-problem data base
relative to the various operating conditions represented. The capabilities of
the array data logger are such that most concentrator systems could also be
monitored.
When n problem is detected either in one of the JPL site arrays sir
elsewhere, the operating conditions tinder which the problem occurred will be
duplicated as closely as possible at the JPL site. That array will then be
monitored more frequently to determine the exact operating point under which
the problem arises. Using the data obtained from this simulation, it will be
determined whether the problem is one of a kind or is generic to the design of
the modules or the array, or to the conditions under which the array operates.
The facility will also be used to conduct experiments to determine the
effects of various types of failures that have occurred in the past. Cracked
cells and broken interconnects are two of the more frequent problems that hive
been found in modules over the last few years. A module that is either known
to have a problem or one that has been purposely altered to a problem state
could be placed in the appropriate array in the test facility. The effects of
this module being in the array would then be determined, e.g., changes in
array performance, the effect on other modules, or continued degradation of
the problem module and its consequences.
Information of this type is valuable not only to the F5A Project but
also to the manufacturer and users of PV modules and systems.
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